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Geometric modeling of the movement based on an inverse optimal
control approach
F. Jean, P. Mason, F.C. Chittaro
Abstract—The present paper analyses a class of optimal
control problems on geometric paths of the euclidean space,
that is, curves parametrized by arc length. In the first part
we deal with existence and robustness issues for such problems
and we define the associated inverse optimal control problem. In
the second part we discuss the inverse optimal control problem
in the special case of planar trajectories and under additional
assumptions. More precisely we define a criterion to restrict
the study to a convenient class of costs based on the analysis
of experimentally recorded trajectories. This method applies in
particular to the case of human locomotion trajectories.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is motivated by recent applications of optimal
control theory to problem arising from neurophysiology,
such as the pointing movements of the arm ([2]), and
goal-oriented human locomotion ([5], [6]). Indeed, it is a
widely accepted opinion in the neurophysiology community
that human movements follow a decision that undergoes an
optimality criterion (see [13]). Inverse optimal control is then
the appropriate tool for investigating these criteria.
It consists in the following procedure: assume that we are
given a set Γ of experimental data, and that we define a class
of optimal control problems - that is, a pair (control system,
class L of costs) - suitable to model the system. With each
cost function in L, one can associate the set of solutions
of the corresponding optimal control problem. The inverse
optimal control problem consists in determining an inverse
of this mapping, in order to determine the cost L such that
the minimizing trajectories of the optimal control problem
associated with L fit accurately the elements of Γ.
As we remark in the following, the well-posedness of
this problem is not obvious. Nevertheless, for some specific
systems, some preliminary results are obtained; we refer to
[12], where the issue of the reconstruction of the cost is
analyzed, and to [7], which is concerned with continuity
properties of the minimizers, with respect to variations of
the cost in some particular class.
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In this paper, we are concerned with optimal control
problems on geometric curves in Rn, that is immersed one-
dimensional submanifold of Rn. For every positive integer k,
Lk denotes the class of costs that depend on the (k+1)-th jets
of the geometric curves, and that satisfy some coercivity and
convexity hypotheses. The class of admissible costs is given
by the union of Lk, for all positive k. With the purpose of
investigating the continuity of the minimizers with respect to
variations of the cost, we formalize and extend the robustness
result of [7] to this more general case, in the following sense:
given a suitable family (Lε)ε ⊂ Lk of costs that converge
to some L0 ∈ Lk as ε → 0, then the optimal trajectories
associated with Lε converge to the set of minimizers for the
cost L0 (see Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 2.7).
In [7], we focused on the classes L1 and L2, being them
the most appropriate to model goal-oriented human locomo-
tion (see [6]). In particular, we proved a robustness result for
sequences of minimizers associated with a sequence of costs
belonging to L2 and converging to some ℓ0 ∈ L1. In order
to further shrink the class of admissible costs, we need to
develop a testing procedure, to be applied to experimental
data, that points out the differences between syntheses asso-
ciated with a cost in L1 and syntheses associated with a cost
in L2. This test, based on a computation of parametres, is
presented in Section III, where also a preliminary analysis
on experimental data is briefly presented.
II. MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS ON GEOMETRIC CURVES
A. The optimal control problems Pk(L)
We consider the following class of optimization problems.
Fix two points q0, qf ∈ Rn and two unit vectors v0, vf ∈ Rn.
The problem is to minimize a cost J(γ) on the set of all
geometric curves γ joining q0 to qf and having v0 and vf
respectively as initial and final directions.
By a geometric curve we mean an immersed one-
dimensional submanifold of Rn. A geometric curve can be
parameterized in an intrinsic way by its arc-length, that is
γ = q([0, T ]), where q(·) is smooth, T is the length of γ,
and q˙(t) belongs to the unit sphere Sn−1 ⊂ Rn. To give
a geometric curve γ is equivalent to give its (k + 1)-jets
(q, q˙, . . . , q(k+1))(t), t ∈ [0, T ], for any nonnegative integer
k. We will assume that the cost function J(γ) is given as the
integral of an infinitesimal cost depending on a (k + 1)-jet
of γ, that is J(γ) =
∫ T
0
L(q, . . . , q(k+1))dt.
Note that the (k + 1)-jets (q, q˙, . . . , q(k+1)) belongs to
R
n×T kSn−1, where T kSn−1 is the k-order tangent bundle
of Sn−1. Since the tangent space TvS
n−1 may be canoni-
cally identified with (Rv)⊥ (i.e. the linear subspace of Rn
orthogonal to v), the k-order tangent bundle of Sn−1 may
be identified with the following subset of (Rn)k+1,
{(v0, . . . , vk) : v0 ∈ S
n−1, vi ∈ (Rv0)
⊥, i = 1, . . . , k}.
Given a smooth function u : [0, T ] → Rn, any solution
Q(·) = (q, v0, . . . , vk−1)(·) of the control system

q˙ = v0,
v˙0 = v1,
...
v˙k−1 = u− (v
T
0 u)v0,
(1)
with initial values q(0) ∈ Rn, v0(0) ∈ S
n−1, and
v1(0), . . . , vk−1(0) in (Rv0(0))
⊥, is a trajectory on Rn ×
T k−1Sn−1. Hence the control system (1) can be defined on
R
n × T k−1Sn−1 and any of its trajectory Q(·) is the k-jet
of the arc-length parameterized curve q(·).
As for the infinitesimal cost L, it has to satisfy good
properties of positiveness, convexity and coercivity that are
summarized in the following definition.
Definition 2.1: Let k be a positive integer and p > 1
a real number. We define the class Lpk (or Lk, for short)
as the set of smooth functions L : (Rn)k+2 → R which
satisfy the following three assumptions. For every Q =
(q, v0, . . . , vk−1) ∈ R
n × Sn−1 × (Rn)k−1 and vk ∈ R
n,
there holds:
(H1) L(Q, vk) ≥ 1 (i.e., L has a positive lower bound, which
may be assumed equal to one up to normalization);
(H2) ∂
2L
∂v2
k
(Q, vk) is a positive definite matrix (and so L is
strictly convex with respect to the last variable);
(H3) There exist some constants C,R > 0 such that
L(Q, vk) ≥ C|vk|
p if |vk| > R (coercivity of L).
With these notations, we write our initial minimization
problem as an optimal control problem.
Pk(L) Given two pairs (q
0, v0) and (qf , vf ) in Rn ×
Sn−1, minimize
JL =
∫ T
0
L(Q(t), u(t))dt
among all trajectories Q(·) = (q, v0, . . . , vk−1)(·) in R
n ×
T k−1Sn−1 of the control system (1) associated with a
control u(·) ∈ C∞ and satisfying (q, v0)(0) = (q
0, v0) and
(q, v0)(T ) = (q
f , vf ) (the final time T being free).
B. Analysis of Pk(L)
The first steps in the analysis of an optimal control
problem are to prove the existence of optimal solutions and to
give necessary conditions of optimality. These steps require a
bit of work in our case since our formulation is non standard,
the control being chosen in the set of smooth functions.
Theorem 2.2: For every pair ((q0, v0), (qf , vf )) in (Rn×
Sn−1)2 with q0 6= qf the problem Pk(L) admits an optimal
solution. Moreover, for every optimal solution Q(·) associ-
ated with a control u(·), there exists a smooth mapping P :
[0, T ]→ (Rn)k+1 which satisfies the following properties.
1. For t ∈ [0, T ], P (t) = (pq(t), p0(t), . . . , pk−1(t))
where pq(t) ∈ R
n and pi(t) ∈ (Rv0(t))
⊥, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.


p˙q = (
∂L
∂q (Q, u))
T ,
p˙0 = −pq + (p
T
q v0)v0 +∇
t
v0L(Q, u)(t),
p˙i = −pi−1 +∇
t
viL(Q, u)(t), i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
where ∇tviL denotes the projection on (Rv0(t))
⊥ of the
gradient of L with respect to vi, i.e.
∇tviL =
(
∂L
∂vi
)T
−
(
∂L
∂vi
v0(t)
)
v0(t).
2. For every t ∈ [0, T ], pk−1(t) = ∇
t
vk
L(Q, u)(t).
3. For i = 1, . . . , k − 1, pi(0) = pi(T ) = 0.
4. The function H(t) = pTq v0 + p
T
0 v1 + · · · + p
T
k−1u −
L(Q, u) is identically zero.
The first step of the proof is to establish the existence
of an optimal solution when the control u(·) belongs to
Lp([0, T ],Rn) instead of C∞([0, T ],Rn), where p > 1 is
the constant arising in the property (H3) satisfied by L.
Lemma 2.3: Given two pairs (q0, v0) and (qf , vf ) in
R
n × Sn−1 with q0 6= qf , there exists a trajectory Q∗(·)
that minimizes the cost
JL =
∫ T
0
L(Q(t), u(t))dt
among all trajectories Q(·) of the control system (1) with
u(·) ∈ Lp satisfying (q, v0)(0) = (q
0, v0) and (q, v0)(T ) =
(qf , vf ).
Proof: The strategy of the proof is very standard.
It goes as follows. Consider a minimizing sequence, that
is a sequence of trajectories QN (·) defined on intervals
[0, TN ], associated with controls uN (·) ∈ Lp, satisfying
(qN , vN0 )(0) = (q
0, v0), (qN , vN0 )(T
N ) = (qf , vf ), such
that JL(Q
N , uN ) tends to the infimum value of Pk(L) as
N → ∞. By Hypotheses (H1) and (H3), TN and ‖vNk ‖Lp
are bounded. Therefore, up to subsequences we can assume
that TN converges to T¯ and that vNk (·) weakly converges
to v¯k(·) ∈ L
p. Assume that QN (·) is equicontinuous
and uniformly bounded. By Ascoli-Arzela` Theorem, up to
subsequences QN (·) converges uniformly to a trajectory
Q¯(·) associated with u¯(·) = v¯k(·). Using the convexity of
L (Hypotheses (H2)) and a standard result in calculus of
variations [8, Theorem 1.3], we conclude that Q¯(·) is a
minimizer of Pk(L).
It is left to prove that QN (·) is equicontinuous and
uniformly bounded. Let us first prove both properties for
vNk−1(·). For every t, t
′ ∈ [0, TN ], we have
‖vNk−1(t)−v
N
k−1(t
′)‖=‖
∫ t′
t
vNk (s)ds‖≤|t−t
′|1/p
′
‖vNk ‖Lp , (2)
where 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. This implies that vNk−1(·) is 1/p
′-
Ho¨lder, and then equicontinuous.
We argue by contradiction and assume that vNk−1(·) is
not uniformly bounded. Up to renumbering, we assume that
the first coordinate (vNk−1(·))1 is not uniformly bounded.
Using (2) and the fact that TN and ‖vNk ‖Lp are bounded,
we obtain
|(vNk−1(t))1| ≥ ‖(v
N
k−1(·))1‖L∞ − const,
for every t ∈ [0, TN ]. By hypothesis the sequence aN :=
‖(vNk−1(·))1‖L∞ − const tends to +∞. Now, by (1),
(vNk−1(t))1 is the derivative of order k−1 of (v
N
0 (t))1. Then
(see for instance [6, Lemma 4.10]), there exists a non empty
sub-interval of [0, TN ] where |(vN0 (t))1| ≥ Const (T
N )kaN .
Since vN0 (t) ∈ S
n−1 and aN →∞, this implies limT
N = 0.
But the latter equality contradicts the fact that, for every N ,
TN ≥ ‖qf − q0‖ 6= 0. Thus vNk−1(·) is uniformly bounded.
The same reasoning applies successively to vNk−2(·),
vNk−3(·), etc (replacing the L
p norm by the L∞ norm in
(2)), and we obtain in this way that QN (·) is equicontinuous
and uniformly bounded, which ends the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.2: Let Q∗(·) be the optimal solution
obtained in Lemma 2.3 and denote by u∗(·) ∈ Lp the
associated control. Without loss of generality we assume
v∗k(·) = u
∗(·). Suppose first that we can apply the Pontryagin
maximum principle (PMP) stated in a geometrical setting
(see [1] for instance) to the solution Q∗(·) of the problem
Pk(L) in R
n×T k−1Sn−1. It is then rather easy to check that
there are no abnormal extremals and we thus obtain Condi-
tions 1–5 with an adjoint mapping P (·) which is absolutely
continuous. Moreover, Point 3 ensures that u∗(t) = v∗k(t) is
a smooth function of pk−1(t) and Q
∗(t): indeed, Hypothesis
(H2) on L implies that
∂∇tvk
L
∂vk
is invertible and the Implicit
Function Theorem applies. As a consequence, Point 2 implies
that (Q∗, P )(·) is solution of a smooth ODE and therefore
it is a smooth mapping. This gives the whole conclusion of
the theorem.
However the classical PMP on a manifold requires that the
optimal control u∗(·) is bounded in the L∞ topology, which
is not assumed here. This difficulty can be overcome in the
following way. There exist a finite number of intermediate
times 0 < T1 < · · · < TN = T such that, for every
i = 0, . . . , N − 1, the curve Q∗([Ti, Ti+1]) lies into the
domain of some chart of Rn×T k−1Sn−1. Each pieces of the
trajectory Q∗(·) on an interval [Ti, Ti+1] should minimize
the cost between its extremities. Expressed in coordinates,
these pieces satisfy a PMP on an Euclidean space (see
for instance [11, Th. 6.2.1]), which only requires that the
optimal control is L1. Reasoning as previously, the absence
of abnormal extremals implies that each pieces of Q∗(·) is
smooth. In particular the optimal control is bounded and the
reasoning above applies.
As noticed in the proof, the problem Pk(L) does not have
abnormal extremals. It is rather standard that such a property
implies the continuity of the associated value function (see
for instance [7, Prop. 2]).
Corollary 2.4: For ((q0, v0), (qf , vf )) in (Rn × Sn−1)2,
we define the value function J∗L((q
0, v0), (qf , vf )) as the
minimum of the problem Pk(L). Then J
∗
L(·, ·) is continuous
at every pair ((q0, v0), (qf , vf )) such that q0 6= qf .
C. Optimal synthesis and inverse optimal control problem
We fix now the initial data (q0, v0) and an annulus K =
{q ∈ Rn : a ≤ ‖q − q0‖ ≤ b} centered at q0, where
0 < a < b are real numbers.
Definition 2.5: The optimal synthesis on K of a cost
L ∈ Lk, denoted as SL, is defined to be the set of the
arc-length parameterized curves q(·) whose k-jet Q(·) =
(q, q˙, . . . , q(k)) is a minimizer of Pk(L) between (q
0, v0)
and (q(T ), q˙(T )) and such that q(T ) ∈ K.
Note that, given L ∈ Lk, the length of the curves in
SL is uniformly bounded. Indeed, for every q(·) ∈ SL,
it follows from hypothesis (H1) that T ≤ JL(Q(·)), and
so that T ≤ J∗L((q
0, v0), (q(T ), v(T ))). By Corollary 2.4,
the function J∗L((q
0, v0), ·) admits a maximum T ∗L on the
compact set K×Sn−1 and we thus obtain the uniform bound
T ≤ T ∗L for the length T of a curve in SL.
We extend every curve q(·) ∈ SL to the whole interval
[0,+∞) setting q(t) ≡ q(T ) for t ≥ T . Thus SL appears as
a subset of C0([0,+∞),Rn) that we endow with a distance
d∞ associated with the uniform convergence on compact
subsets of [0,+∞) (see e.g. [10, Th. 1.3.2]). Then the set Sk
of all optimal synthesis SL, L∈Lk, may be endowed with
the Hausdorff distance distH induced by d∞, that is:
distH(SL,SL′)=max{sup
γ∈SL
inf
γ′∈SL′
d∞(γ,γ
′), sup
γ′∈SL′
inf
γ∈SL
d∞(γ,γ
′)}.
On the other hand, Lk is a subset of the set of continuous
functions on (Rn)k+1, and it must be endowed with a
topology similar to the one of the convergence on compact
subsets, but which moreover preserves the coercivity prop-
erty of the costs. Let dcc be a distance associated with the
convergence on compact subsets of (Rn)k, then we define
the distance dc on Lk by:
dc(L,L
′) = sup
u∈Rn
dcc
(
L(·, u)
1 + |u|p
,
L′(·, u)
1 + |u|p
)
.
We finally introduce the map Φ : L 7→ SL, which
associates with a cost L ∈ Lk its synthesis SL ∈ Sk.
The construction of an inverse mapping Φ−1, that is the
determination of a cost function from an optimal synthesis,
is called an inverse optimal control problem. For such
an inverse problem, the main questions concern the well-
posedness of the problem:
• is Φ injective? (note that, by definition, Sk = Φ(Lk),
and so injectivity is equivalent to invertibility);
• if Φ is injective, is Φ−1 continuous as a mapping
from the metric space (Sk,distH) to the metric space
(Lk, dc)?
We are at the moment far from being able to answer these
difficult questions. However we will study two problems that
constitutes a first step in that direction:
• given a synthesis S, is it possible to recover the value
k ∈ N such that S ∈ Sk?
• is Φ continuous as a function from the metric space
(Lk, dc) to the metric space (Sk,distH)?
The first problem, which is a preliminary to the question
of injectivity of Φ, will be addressed in the next section for a
special case. The second problem concerns the robustness of
the direct problem Pk(L) with respect to perturbations of the
cost. We have the following partial answer to this question.
Given (qf , vf ) in Rn × Sn−1 and a cost L ∈ Lk, we use
M(L; qf , vf ) to denote the set of trajectories Q(·) minimiz-
ing the problem Pk(L) between (q
0, v0) and (qf , vf ) (recall
that the initial data (q0, v0) have been fixed).
Proposition 2.6: Fix (qf , vf ) in Rn×Sn−1 with q0 6= qf .
Let Lε, ε ≥ 0, be a family of costs in Lk converging to a
cost L0 ∈ Lk as ε → 0, and (q
ε, vε), ε ≥ 0, be a family
of elements of Rn×Sn−1 converging to (qf , vf ). Then, for
any family of trajectories Qε(·) ∈M(Lε; q
ε, vε), we have
lim
ε→0
d∞(Q
ε(·),M(L0; q
f , vf )) = 0.
This result is a generalization of [7, Th. 5]. Its proof will
appear in a forthcoming paper.
Corollary 2.7: Let Lε, ε ≥ 0, be a family of costs in Lk
converging to a cost L0 ∈ Lk as ε→ 0. Then
lim
ε→0
sup
γε∈SLε
inf
γ∈SL0
d∞(γ, γ
ε) = 0.
This result is a first step toward the proof that
distH(SLε , SL0)→ 0, and so that Φ is continuous.
III. CLASSES OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS FOR THE
ORIENTED LOCOMOTION
In recent years the problem of modeling the oriented
human locomotion as the result of an optimization procedure
has received an increasing attention (cf. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[9]). Different approaches have been attempted. Typically
one assumes a simplified kinematic model of movement,
which does not take into account all possible degrees of free-
dom (for instance the dynamics of muscles). In robotics, the
complete generation of movement is then obtained through a
pseudo-inverse approach starting from the motion planning
at the kinematic level.
The simplest model to describe geometric curves on the
plane is given by the following equation

x˙ = cos θ
y˙ = sin θ
θ˙ = u
, (3)
where (x, y) denotes the position on the plane and θ the
direction. Alternatively, this equation describes planar tra-
jectories with constant forward velocity equal to one. As
observed in [3], for human locomotion the angle θ can real-
istically describe the orientation of the body, at least when
locomotion trajectories connect far enough initial and final
points. That is to say, human locomotion can be described
rather precisely via a non-holonomic model.
Notice that Equation (3) is a special case of Equation (1)
with n = 2, k = 1. The idea is then to assume that hu-
man locomotion trajectories can be identified with solutions
of (3) minimizing a certain (integral) cost. A natural cost
can for instance correspond to a compromise between time
minimization and minimization of an energy term. Inspired
by this idea, in [6], [7] we introduced the general class of
costs of the following form
JL =
∫ T
0
L(θ˙, . . . , θ(k))dt,
to be minimized among all admissible regular enough u(·)
steering system (3) from q(0) = (x0, y0, θ0) to q(T ) =
(x1, y1, θ1), where we assume that the hypotheses (H1)-(H3)
are satisfied. Note that the cost associated with a trajectory
of the system is invariant by roto-translations.
In order to express the optimal control problem in a
convenient way, we rewrite Equation (3) as

x˙ = cos θ
y˙ = sin θ
θ(k) = u
, (4)
so that the optimal control problem fall within the setting
of Section II, with n = 2. Note that planar solutions of (4)
coincide with regular enough solutions of (3).
As in Section II we use Pk(L) to denote the class of
optimal control defined above and we let Lk be the set of
admissible cost functions. The corresponding set of optimal
syntheses is denoted as Sk.
The problem we are interested in in this section is the
following.
Given a synthesis (or a family of optimal trajectories) for
an optimal control problem of the previous kind, is it possible
to determine the corresponding class of costs Lk?
We next provide a partial answer to this question by intro-
ducing a criterion to distinguish between optimal syntheses
for costs in the classes L1 and L2.
A. The optimal front from an inflection point and a discrim-
inating criterion
Let S be an optimal synthesis and consider the subset of
S made by all the trajectories such that θ˙ vanishes at least
once. We can assume either that θ(·) ≡ 0 or that, up to
a roto-translation and a time translation, t = 0 is the first
time such that θ˙ vanishes, and x(0) = y(0) = θ(0) = 0
for all the considered trajectories. For a fixed final time T
we consider the set FT of all points (x, y, θ) that can be
obtained evaluating trajectories of S at time T (whenever T
is in the corresponding time domain).
Proposition 3.1: Assume that L(0) = 1 (i.e. 0 is the
minimum of L) and let S ∈ S1. Then FT is contained in a
one-parametric subset of R2 × S1.
Proof: We apply the Pontryagin maximum principle.
The corresponding Hamiltonian function, identically zero
along optimal trajectories, is H = px cos(θ) + py sin(θ) +
pθu−L(u). The adjoint equation associated with the optimal
control problem reads{
p˙x = p˙y = 0
p˙θ = px sin(θ)− py cos(θ)
, (5)
and the optimal control satisfies the equation
dL
du
(u) = pθ. (6)
Thus it must be pθ(0) = u(0) = θ(0) = 0, and evaluating
the Hamiltonian at time t = 0 we get px(0) − 1 = 0. We
deduce that all points in FT are the projection on R
2 × S1
of the solution at time T of the system (3)-(5) (with u
obtained by inverting (6)) starting from some initial datum
(0, 0, 0, 1, py(0), 0)
T . Being the flow a local diffeomorphism,
its evaluation at time T is a smooth one-dimensional im-
mersed submanifold of T ∗(R2×S1) parameterized by py(0).
The proposition is a straightforward consequence.
We will consider in the next section the case k = 2. Our
purpose is to show that it is always possible to determine if
a synthesis S ∈ S1∪S2 belongs to S1 or to S2, and to prove
this fact we will show that for any S ∈ S2 the corresponding
set FT contains a two dimensional submanifold of R
2×S1.
By virtue of Proposition 3.1 we thus establish a relevant
qualitative difference between syntheses in S1 and S2.
Let us first show, via the following rather general result,
that the set of trajectories such that θ˙ vanishes at some time
is non empty.
Lemma 3.2: Let L ∈ Lk for some k and assume moreover
that L(0) = 1. Then there exists an open subset Ω of R2 ×
S1 such that every optimal trajectory of Pk(L) joining 0
to a point of Ω is such that θ˙(t) = 0 for some t in the
corresponding time domain. Moreover the boundary of Ω
contains the half line {(x, 0, 0) : x > 0}.
Proof: Fix x > 0. A trivial consequence of Proposi-
tion 2.6 is that, for small ε > 0, optimal trajectories reaching
the point (x, 0, ε) are uniformly close, on their time domain
[0, Tε], to the trajectory t 7→ (t, 0, 0). Since θ(Tε) > 0,∫ Tε
0
sin θ(τ) dτ = 0 and θ(·) can be made arbitrarily close
to 0 by choosing a suitably small ε we deduce that θ(·)
must be negative for some tˆ ∈ [0, Tε]. Thus θ˙(t) = 0 for
some t ∈ [tˆ, Tε]. A simple application of Proposition 2.6
shows that the same property must hold for final points in an
open neighborhood Ωx,ε of (x, 0, ε). The proof is completed
taking Ω = ∪x>0,ε Ωx,ε, for suitably small values of ε.
B. A qualitative property of optimal syntheses of S2
In this section we state and sketch the proof of a result
showing a property of syntheses of S2 which never holds for
syntheses in S1, providing an important qualitative difference
between the families S1 and S2. Before stating the result we
write down the Pontryagin maximum principle associated
with the problem. We first rewrite Eq. (3) as follows:

x˙ = cos θ
y˙ = sin θ
θ˙ = κ
κ˙ = u
. (7)
The Hamiltonian function is H = px cos(θ) + py sin(θ) +
pθκ+ pκu−L(κ, u), and H ≡ 0 along optimal trajectories.
The adjoint equation is the following

p˙x = p˙y = 0
p˙θ = px sin(θ)− py cos(θ)
p˙κ = −pθ +
∂L
∂κ (κ, u)
, (8)
and the optimal control satisfies the equation
∂L
∂u
(κ, u) = pκ. (9)
Consider a trajectory of P2(L) starting from the point
0 ∈ R2 × S1. It can be obtained by projecting onto the
state space R2 × S1 × R a solution of (7)-(8) where u is
the smooth function of κ and pκ obtained by inversion of
Eq. (9), that we denote as u(κ, pκ). Being κ(0) free, we
obtain the transversality condition pκ(0) = 0. Evaluating the
Hamiltonian at the initial point we also get
px = −pθ(0)κ(0) + L(κ(0), u(κ(0), 0)). (10)
Thus, the initial value for (7)-(8) is a smooth function
of the parameters κ(0), py, pθ(0). In particular, for r =
(r1, r2, r3) ∈ R
3 we denote by Φ(r)(·) the solution of (7)-(8)
with (κ(0), py, pθ(0)) = r and we define a trajectory Φˆ(r)(·)
as the corresponding projection on R2 × S1.
Any solution of P2(L) must additionally satisfy the
transversality condition pκ(T ) = 0 at the final time T .
We will need the following assumptions.
(H4) The Hessian of L with respect to (κ, u) is positive
definite at (0, 0) and L(0, 0) = 1 (going straight is less
expensive than any other kind of motion).
(H5) There exist two open sets, Q ⊂ R3 and Ωˆ ⊂ R2×S1
with (x, 0, 0) ∈ Ωˆ for some x > 0, such that for any point
z ∈ Ωˆ there exists a unique value r ∈ Q such that Φˆ(r)(·)
reaches z and the corresponding value pκ vanishes.
Note that under the hypothesis (H4) the straight line
is optimal and corresponds to Φˆ(0)(·). Condition (H5),
although very difficult to check, appears to be very natural
(for instance it is true for any final point (x, 0, 0) ∈ R2×S1).
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.3: Assume (H1)-(H5) hold, and let S ∈ S2.
Then there exists a set T ⊂ [0,+∞) of isolated points such
that, for every T > 0 small enough, T /∈ T , FT contains a
2-dimensional submanifold of R2 × S1.
In the following we are interested only on solutions of
P2(L) which are different from Φˆ(0)(·), and which contain
a point where θ˙ vanishes. We denote by Q ⊂ R3 the set
of parameters such that the trajectories Φˆ(r)(·) have this
property for r ∈ Q. Notice that, by assumption (H5), we can
identify optimal trajectories with solutions of the Pontryagin
maximum principle corresponding to parameters r in Q.
The main idea of the proof is the following: first of all,
we prove that the first time where θ˙ = 0 depends smoothly
on r ∈ Q; then, that the map that sends r to the values of
(py, pθ, pκ) corresponding to this time is a diffeomorphism;
finally, that FT contains the range of a smooth map ΨT of
(py, pθ, pκ), which has at least rank 2. All these claims are
true up to suitable restriction of the domains.
Here below we give more details on the proofs. The
complete proof will appear in a forthcoming paper.
As anticipated above, we prove the existence of a two
dimensional submanifold of FT , close to a point of the
straight line Φˆ(0)(·). In particular, we consider solutions of
P2(L) starting from the point 0 ∈ R
2 × S1 and reaching
points arbitrarily close to Φˆ(0)(T ), for some T > 0.
Using the continuous dependence of solutions of (7)-(8)
with respect to the initial datum, one can easily get that
such trajectories correspond to values r ∈ Q belonging to a
small neighborhood of 0 (see also [7, Th. 4]). Thus, to study
behaviour of the trajectories for small times, we consider the
linearization of (7)-(8) around the trajectory Φˆ(0)(·).
The following result is obtained applying recursively the
implicit function theorem. More details are in the appendix.
Lemma 3.4: There exist an open set Ωˆ ⊂ Ω, an open set
Qˆ ⊂ Q contained in a small neighborhood of 0, and a smooth
function τ : Q → R such that every solution of P2(L),
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Fig. 1. FT for different values of T .
starting from the origin and reaching a point in Ωˆ at some
time tˆ, coincides with Φˆ(r)(·) for some r ∈ Qˆ, and tˆ = τ(r).
For r ∈ Q, let τ0(r) be the smallest positive time such that
θ˙ vanishes. Then we have the following result.
Lemma 3.5: Up to restricting once again the set of pa-
rameters Qˆ, the function τ0(·) is smooth.
In order to analyze the set FT , we perform a roto-translation
of the trajectories sending Φˆ(r)(τ(r)) into the origin, for
any r ∈ Qˆ. This coordinate change induces a corre-
sponding transformation on the cotangent space, namely
the new value for the component py becomes p¯y(r) =
−px(r) sin(θ(τ0(r))) + r2 cos(θ(τ0(r))), where px(r) is
given by (10) and θ(·) is the angular component of Φˆ(r)(·).
Then, since κ(τ(r)) = 0 and since the Hamiltonian is identi-
cally zero, the new initial condition for (7)-(8) is completely
determined by the values p¯y(r), pθ(τ(r)), pκ(τ(r)).
Lemma 3.6: Up to a further restriction of Qˆ, the map
ϕ(r) = (p¯y(r), pθ(τ(r)), pκ(τ(r))) is a local diffeomor-
phism from Qˆ to U = ϕ(Qˆ).
Let p ∈ U , and consider the solution of (7)-(8) emanating
from the origin, with κ = 0 and initial values of the adjoint
vectors equal to (py, pθ, pκ) = p. Fix some small enough
time t. We denote with Ψt(p) the projection on the state
space R2×S1 of the solution corresponding to p, evaluated
at the time t. Then it is possible to prove the following result.
Lemma 3.7: The differential of Ψt has rank at least two
at any point of U .
Proposition 3.3 readily follows from Lemma 3.7, being the
range of Ψt a subset of Ft.
Figure 1 has been obtained processing the experimental
data recorded by Arechavaleta et al. (see e.g. [4]) on human
locomotion trajectories. It depicts the corresponding values
of (x(t), y(t), θ(t)), at several times t, after the application
of the roto-translation that sends the point corresponding to
κ = 0 to (0, 0, 0, 0), and its corresponding time to 0. Even
if, at a first glance, these data seem to suggest that the cost
has to be seeked in the class L1, a finer analysis is needed.
Indeed, in order to correctly apply the criterion, a numerical
estimate of the size of the front FT for costs in the class
L2, which is at the present time unavailable, seems to be
necessary.
APPENDIX
Linearization around the straight line.
In this section we use the following notations
Luu =
∂2L
∂u2
(0, 0), Luκ =
∂2L
∂u∂κ
(0, 0), Lκκ =
∂2L
∂κ2
(0, 0).
By taking into account only the dynamics of the variations
on the variables θ, κ, pθ, pκ (the others being trivial or non
relevant for our analysis) we ends up with the system
 δ˙θδ˙κ
˙δpθ
˙δpκ

=

 0 1 0 00 −LκuLuu 0 1Luu1 0 0 0
0 Lκκ−
L2κu
Luu
−1 Lκu
Luu

( δθδκ
δpθ
δpκ
)
− δpy
(
0
0
1
0
)
We call ∆(t) = (δθ, δκ, δpθ, δpκ)
T and
B =

 0 1 0 00 −LκuLuu 0 1Luu1 0 0 0
0 Lκκ−
L2κu
Luu
−1 Lκu
Luu


The matrix B is invertible being its determinant equal to
1/Luu, and we have
∆(t) = etB∆(0)− δpy(I − e
tB)B−1e3
where e3 belongs to the canonical basis of R
4. For fixed
time t, the variation ∆(t) is thus a linear function of the
variations ∆(0) and δpy on the initial condition.
The result in Section III-B are obtained by applying system-
atically the implicit function theorem to several maps defined
on the sets of parameters Qˆ, U and on the time domain. The
use of this tool is permitted by the surjectivity, up to isolated
time values, of suitable projections of the previous linear map
(possibly restricted to suitable subspaces), which in particular
turns out to be a consequence of the assumption (H4).
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